The CARES Act has presented banks with the challenge to onboard, verify, and ultimately forgive, thousands of new SBA loans under the Paycheck Protection Program. NTT DATA Intelligent Data Capture for PPP processing combines data and business processes expertise with a proven platform to capture, index and package small business data to speed loan processing, improve data accuracy, and reduce risks for banks and borrowers.

### Intelligent Data Capture

1. **Capture data**
   - Document processing and indexing using advanced image capture technology to process a variety of documents and information.

2. **Extract data**
   - Platform reads and processes unstructured data such as handwriting and blurred scans.

3. **Validate data**
   - Documents are reviewed for correctness and completeness with onshore team handling data exceptions.

### Automation

- Automation (RPA) queries the relevant sources and systems to detect any anomalies.

### Export secure data package

- Building and transmitting a data package for easy integration into bank’s lending system.

### User control interface

- Allows bank representatives to apply and correct information based on exception review and KYC rules.
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